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Historians refer to the Industrial Revolution as an Age of Enterprise and that same enterprising spirit is being
unleashed as we ride the 21st century wave of the Digital Revolution.
Evidence of young enterprising spirit now
commonly springs from the CVs of graduate
students applying for jobs. The youth of the
world have realised that they simply need an
idea, an App and a problem to solve to get
things done. What is ostensibly different in
this 2nd wave revolution of enterprise is that
women are playing an equal part in innovation.
Luckily we are now seeing many examples
of female leadership in this area and those
women are sharing their narrative with a very
receptive readership.
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In her book Lean In, Sheryl Sandberg
writes potently about the new concept of
career progression as climbing a jungle gym
– not a ladder. An enterprising job candidate
explained that she wasn’t interested in
explaining all of the things that she was good
at. She wanted to know what Sandberg’s
biggest problem was and how could she
(the candidate) help solve it. This candidate
understood that businesses want can-do
problem solvers on their teams. They want

employees that show initiative and willingness
to undertake new projects – and not
necessarily in the traditional hierarchal way of
the past. In short they want employees who are
enterprising.
But is the enterprising spirit innate or can
it be fostered? And if the latter, at what stage
of a person’s education and career should it
be fostered? When I was about seven or eight
years old I asked my mother to let me plant
some spring seeds in the garden. My mother
was a passionate gardener and she saw this as
an opportunity to develop my skills. Before
I was allowed to plant the seeds I first had to
spend a whole day digging up a massive bank
of gladioli in order to prepare the garden bed.
In her attempt to teach me multiple lessons
in one encounter (gardening takes hard work
and discipline before you get to reap the
benefits!) her somewhat zealous ambition
unintentionally dampened my enthusiasm
for this enterprise. Why do I use this
example? Well clearly my enterprising spirit
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wasn’t dampened – I went on to a number of
enterprising initiatives including arranging and
self-funding a year of research at Cambridge
University when University exchange schemes
were not yet thought of and undertaking
Australia’s first liver cell transplant – but my
enthusiasm for gardening took many years
to resurface. I use this example to suggest
that fostering an enterprising endeavour is
a complicated business and one that only
now educationalists are beginning to fully
understand. At Melbourne Girls Grammar,
Catherine Misson and her team have built a
concept of Educational Enterprise that reaches
fully across the years and is appropriate for
the age and stage of the students. The Centre
for Educational Enterprise is only one aspect
of the School’s educational approach to
enterprise. I hope you enjoy reading about
some of our other approaches in this edition of
Information Exchange.
Professor Katie Allen (Stephens, 1983)
Chairman of Council
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FROM
THE PRINCIPAL

I attended a little local primary school, one in which every teacher, as I remember, was working hard to do the
best possible for their students. They were not adventurous with our learning and they seemed to have quite fixed
opinions about what children should learn and when.
Unfortunately, I was not able to be
squeezed into the lock step progression
my teachers seemed to believe should fit all
children. By the time I was entering Year 5
there were no more spelling tests for me, no
more mathematics tests for me, and seemingly
no other requisite content they needed me to
apply myself to. There were, however, boxes of
SRA comprehension cards and maths mentals
primers. Then one day, on an impulse, my
teacher said to me, “I am going to send you to
Year 3 to teach them something that interests
you”. He dashed off a note and sent me on my
way.
Mr McCarthy simply read my note, wiped
the chalk board clean, took his seat at his desk
and handed me the teacher’s dais. For the first
time in my schooling experience I was given
the opportunity to choose whatever I wanted
to explore, and it was a moment of joy. What
to “teach” my younger peers? It may seem
silly in retrospect, but I had been reading the
Childcraft Encyclopaedia one letter at a time,
and had reached “P”. And gloriously, there I
had discovered the wonder of photosynthesis.
So that is what I chose to illustrate, define,
explain; with diagrams, flow charts, and
notes. I simply remember stepping back and
seeing the whole board covered in my chalky
notations. I had no sense of how long I had
been immersed in this activity nor whether any
one of those peers were engaged with me in
my focused exploration. I do remember that I
enjoyed this learning more than anything I had
ever before.

The educational theorist Mihalyi
Csikszentmihalyi pioneered the concept of
“flow” to describe those experiences in which
human beings are intrinsically motivated, so
focused on an activity that they forget about
time and their environment. Such experiences
engender highly positive emotions and the
learning that flows from this is deep and rich,
and fundamentally changes the brain – new
synapses form and the strongest emotional
memory is recorded for future activation.
My photosynthesis foray was flow, and that
experience has stayed with me as an aspiration,
firstly in my teaching career, and then in my
leadership of teachers towards the crafting of
learning experiences that centre on knowing
their students and facilitating choices within
their learning program that engage, enthuse
and motivate.
This edition of Information Exchange
explores stories of significant student
engagement. The overarching theme of
“enterprising girls” encapsulates our enduring
commitment to crafting and facilitating
learning experiences that enthuse our
contemporary girls, that empower them to
acquire and confidently master the attributes,
skills and understandings they need to meet
the challenges of their globalized, digitalized
and customized world.

restless community, meaning we can never
be complacent. And as each decade of the
C21st passes, that restlessness will be crucial
to shaping a school experience that bridges
our girls to the world of work they will need
to navigate. Even more, we aspire that our
girls will be emotionally strong and have
personal reserves of wellness to flourish in a
world that undoubtedly will blend artificial
intelligence with human physiology and
cognition, in which the speed of these types of
developments will only increase and diversify
the human experience.
On page 8 you will read about Caroline’s
passion for dinosaurs. Aged 3, she is capable
and motivated to share her knowledge, to
build representations of her understanding,
and share her interest with peers. When
studying her wondrous dinosaurs, Caroline is
in flow. On page 19 you will note the masterful
performance of Jenny, her Mendelssohn’s
Piano Concerto No. 1 in G minor the highlight
at our School Concert. Jenny was in flow and
we were entranced.
Children come into the world wired for
enthusiasm, curious and adventurous, and
open minded. We have only to meet their joy in
life with opportunities to explore, to learn and
to discover who they are.
Catherine Misson
Principal

What defines our leadership is that we
are a school that questions its progress and
bravely evolves its architecture and offerings
to be relevant for the girls we have now and
will welcome. I speak often about being a

FRONT COVER
Year 8 Emerging Citizenship Journey to the Northern Territory. Photo taken by Year 8 Co-ordinator, Katherine Barton.
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STUDENT ENTERPRISE
Disruptive Futures: Educating our girls for the Fourth Revolution

In a significant publication, The New Basics: Foundation for Young Australians Report, the key contention is that the
youth of today are experiencing the most significant disruption in the world of work since the industrial revolution.
With escalating youth unemployment world wide and diversifying models of tertiary pathways, questions are stirring
loudly about the ways in which schools should be preparing young people for this fast paced future.
The best response is one of optimism
based on research into the promise of
Generation Z, the students who begin to
graduate from schools worldwide this year.
Providing them with schooling experiences
that promote open mindedness, critical
thinking, teamwork and adaptability prepares
them well for this future.
This is the generation that is going
to rethink the world and create a better
future. This is the generation of our girls
at Melbourne Girls Grammar. This is
Generation Z.
Our focus on developing an
entrepreneurial mindset encapsulates a drive
towards shaping opportunities that extend
our girls’ understanding of their place in the
world and the ways in which they can influence
their life outcomes. This empowerment will be
foundational to their resilience as an adult.
Our Student Enterprise Program
represents our commitment to leading and
contributing to these experiences.
“Enterprise suggests courage, boldness,
leadership, risk taking – but also savvy appraisal
of options and a desire to succeed, to progress,
to innovate. This resonates with our history of
educating young women to be trailblazers – we
want our girls to graduate with the confidence
to seize opportunities, refusing to be type cast,
stereotyped or diminished in any way because
they are girls.” Catherine Misson, Principal
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The Student Enterprise Profile is an active
experience throughout the four years of the
Senior Years Program, building experiences
and learning within four areas:
• Learning Beyond School: local and
global opportunities, incorporating trips,
exchanges, online certificates and passion
focused opportunities
• Careers Inspiration: focus on
internships that supplement and inform
learning experiences beyond the academic
domain
• Student Philanthropy: volunteer
work is a highly valued component of
our girls’ experiences, informing their
understanding of active global citizenship
• Leadership: individual or team based,
demonstrated through participation in
enterprise opportunities and the broader
co-curricular program
Off-campus experiences develop
independence and open mindedness, and
customized internships diversify and enrich
their knowledge of potential future pathways.
Enterprise skills are transferable skills
that allow young people to navigate complex
careers: problem solving, digital literacy,
financial literacy, teamwork, communication.
(Boosting High-Impact Entrepreneurship in
Australia: Oct 2015)
A well-prepared citizen of the future needs
to be creative, entrepreneurial and globally
competent. At Melbourne Girls Grammar, we
are committed to giving our girls – the girls of
Generation Z – every opportunity to embrace
transferable enterprise skills so rather than
deciding “what they want to be when they
grow up” they discover “how they can make a
difference” in our increasingly complex world.

CEE Events 2016
Next Director’s Lecture Series: Dan Haesler, Wednesday 17 August
International speaker, educator and writer, Dan Haesler will present on Future
Proofing Our Kids. Dan will share compelling research that suggests we should rethink
our attitudes towards success, failure, self-esteem and how we talk to our kids. As parents
we want what’s best for our children. But what if our best intentions could actually be
undermining their potential to succeed in an ever-changing economy, workplace and
society? What if our attempts to boost our kids’ self-esteem were actually having the
opposite effect?
For more information and to register, visit cee.mggs.vic.edu.au or contact the
CEE Office on 03 9862 9200.

Girls in IT at NAB: Students in Year 9 had the
opportunity to participate in a program at NAB
to experience IT within a corporate environment
with Australia’s leading minds. The sessions were
interactive and brought to life the different roles,
skills, tools, techniques, methodologies and strategies
required to solve real-life problems with technology.
In these photos, the girls are brainstorming and rating
the benefits of a driverless car.

In our second Director’s Lecture, American author, former Stanford Dean of Freshman and graduate of Harvard
Law, Julie Lythcott-Haims, discussed how to help our children learn, manage obstacles and learn from failure, giving
them the gift of independence.

In the third Director’s Lecture, Professor Yong Zhao, an educational transformer and good friend of Melbourne
Girls Grammar, spoke on educational issues, particularly related to globalisation and education, creativity, global
competitiveness, educational reforms, and educational technology.
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QUEEN ELIZABETH II’S 90TH BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION
ROYAL RECOGNITION FOR EXCEPTIONAL EDUCATION

“I declare before you all that my whole life, whether it be long or short, shall be devoted to your service and the
service of our great imperial family to which we all belong” - Broadcast to the Commonwealth, 21 April 1947
The celebration of Her Majesty Queen
Elizabeth II’s 90th birthday is a highlight
of 2016. As the longest serving monarch of
the British Empire, she has demonstrated
enduring commitment to her role, a warm
empathy for her people, and poise through
challenging times. So it was with great
excitement that Melbourne Girls Grammar
accepted the invitation to be a part of this
historical occasion.
Given the opportunity to reflect on
our history of innovation and leadership,
we focused on our exemplary provision of
contemporary learning programs, the feminist
tradition, and our current era of reform.
This was expertly captured by the journalist
appointed by St James’s House, the official
public relations and design agency for HM90,
to craft our profile for the Queen’s Official
Commemorative Album. Our inclusion in
this beautiful rendering of the “best of the
Commonwealth” is a tribute to the proud
history of our community, our many links
with the Commonwealth, and our broader
reputation.
Our Old Grammarians in Melbourne
and beyond were enthusiastic about my

attendance at the Queen’s Royal Enclosure on
14 May at Windsor Castle. I was thrilled to be
accompanied by Amy Wettenhall, OG 1998.
Amy is a fantastic ambassador for
Melbourne Girls Grammar, being a woman
of substance and acclaim. Her recognition as
Business Leader of the Year at the 2016 Women
in IT Awards in the UK was the starting point
for our conversation about girls and STEM,
Amy having advised government on what is
needed to engage young people’s minds and
hearts when it comes to considering study and
career options in the many fields that comprise
science and technology beyond school. She
was also very curious about the current STEM
initiatives at MGGS, and I have given Amy an
open invitation to visit our girls and see them
coding, tinkering and learning like scientists.
A trip to London to “see the Queen” gave
me the terrific opportunity to gather with
our European based Old Grammarians. At
relatively short notice, Old Grammarian
Jenny Cummins (Knight, 1968) hosted a
cocktail party at the Sloane Club with OGs
representing graduates from across the
decades, all with stories to share of their
lives moving between Australia and the UK,

children and grandchildren, and for many
the shared experience of learning all through
P – 12 at MGGS. Recent graduate, Sarah
Mytton, currently undertaking a Gap year,
generously gave a reflection on her experiences
at Merton Hall, emphasising the quality
of her relationships with her peers and the
independence encouraged through her
co-curricular participation.
“The evening was thoroughly enjoyed by
us all. Mrs Misson gave us a most interesting
presentation detailing what has been happening
in the school academically, the new buildings and
what is planned for the future.” Jenny Cummins
(Knight, 1968)
On my return to MGGS, I presented the
School with several copies of the Queen’s
commemorative album. A copy rests on the
table in our Phelia Grimwade Drawing Room.
Our history continues to be distinguished by
the calibre of our girls, the commitment of our
teachers, and our spirit of innovation. I am so
very pleased that our educational leadership
has been acknowledged in these special
circumstances.
Catherine Misson
Principal

BELOW: Amy Wettenhall (OG, 1998), Principal Catherine Misson and
Principal of Loreto Mandeville Hall Toorak, Susan Stevens.

BELOW: Principal Catherine Misson with
MGGS exchange students Arabella Allen and
Lucy Doquile at The Godolphin School.
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OG Cocktail party at the Sloane Club, London

LEFT: MGGS showcased in the Official
Commemorative Album for Queen Elizabeth II’s 90th
Birthday Celebration.
Middle Years girls featured in the Official
Commemorative Album: Alice Long, Alexandra
Conroy-Ryan, Emma Woo and Catherine Richardson.
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EARLY LEARNING
DIGGING, DINOSAURS AND DISCOVERY

Often when we think of enterprising people, we think of those within our community who experience fame or fortune.
To be truly enterprising an individual must hold a magical mix of individuality, creativity, and leadership. These skills
are increasingly necessary for success in all facets of life.
Today, within the Barbara Tolson Centre,
three year old Caroline Myers demonstrates
entrepreneurial qualities such as passion,
resourcefulness and leadership. She has
inspired in her peers a deep interest in
dinosaurs.
During Term 1, Caroline enthusiastically
shared her knowledge about dinosaurs with
her educator Eliza Ironmonger, using a book
she brought in from home each day. As she
passionately communicated her interest
further with all of her educators, other girls
started to gather and listen to her detailed
descriptions about what made each species of
dinosaur unique.
Responding to Caroline’s interest, Eliza
introduced some dinosaur figurines into the
classroom presented in a diorama to inspire
dramatic play. As Caroline played with her
friends, she further explained characteristics
of each dinosaur, bringing them almost to life
through role play and shared social interaction.

As Caroline’s passion
continued, so did the
spread of interest.
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Over the following few days, Caroline gave
small presentations to the class about some
of her favourite dinosaurs. The class interest
began to grow further.
As the girls’ understanding about the
physical features of dinosaurs grew, Caroline
and her friends began to incorporate these
ancient animals into their drawings. Many of
Caroline’s friends, further inspired, created
three dimensional dinosaurs using box
constructions.
Video images and more books were
brought into the classroom to meet the
growing interest of many of the girls. As
Caroline’s passion continued, so did the
spread of interest. Girls who previously spent
many hours immersed in artistic and creative
pursuits also began to observe intimately the
characteristics of each dinosaur and began to
capture their features.
They were quickly learning the names of
the dinosaurs so Caroline’s teachers created
memory cards using images of the various
favourite dinosaurs.

As the wave of dinosaur enthusiasm
grew within Caroline’s class, the energy
burst through the classroom walls and
splashed into the playground for all the
BTC girls to experience. Dinosaur figurines
were set amongst the natural environments
along with energetic dramatic play that,
through imagination, transformed the entire
playground into a world of dinosaurs.
Throughout Semester 1, Caroline has
demonstrated a commitment to drive her own
learning. It set her on a path of discovery and
sharing of knowledge with her peers, sparking
an infectious investigation into the world of
dinosaurs. Caroline is a wonderful example
of what it takes to be an enterprising student
within the 21st Century and beyond.
Nicole Stynes
Head of Early Learning

As the wave of dinosaur
enthusiasm grew within
Caroline’s class, the energy burst
through the classroom walls and
splashed into the playground for
all the BTC girls to experience.
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JUNIOR YEARS
DIGITAL GIRLS

A journey from being consumers to
producers
“To be able to come up with an idea and see
it in your hands… and be able to press a button
and have it be in millions of people’s hands – I
think we’re the first generation in the world that
has ever had that kind of experience.”
Drew Houston – Founder of Dropbox
Why code?
In keeping with our Morris Hall
philosophy, we aim to encourage our girls to be
curious. We live in a world where technology is
part of our everyday lives. Its use extends from
home to the workplace and beyond. But how
tech savvy are we?
Learning to code equips our girls with the
skills needed to play an active and successful
role in today’s fast changing digital world.
We are focused on ensuring that our
students are prepared for work and enterprise
while supporting them to become global digital
citizens. Being given the opportunity to learn
the language of computers will serve our girls
well regardless of their chosen future career
pathways.
What is code?
Code is the string of typed instructions
a computer follows to do something from
displaying the word “hello” on screen, to
piloting a driverless car through traffic. If you
send a text, take money from an ATM or book
a plane ticket, you are relying on someone
having written a code that makes it possible.
What does learning to code involve?
Learning to code is simply learning to tell
machines what to do.
It requires computational thinking:
breaking down tasks into a logical sequence
of smaller steps, discarding unnecessary
elements, diagnosing errors and inventing new
approaches when the first inevitably fails.
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Our journey at Morris Hall thus far
Junior Years students have been
introduced to computational thinking using
a range of engaging applications and robotic
devices. The girls are exposed to the basics
of coding in Prep, learning to sequence
instructions to direct their Beebot (robotic
bee) around various circuits.
In Year 1, visual block based coding is
undertaken. In Year 2, the focus shifts from
completing the challenges set by others, to the
development of new creations.
Using iPad apps such as Scratch Jr, our
girls are able to design and produce original
animations. The benefits of coding are seen
in Years 3 and 4 when the girls undertake
STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering
& Mathematics) tasks working with their
Sphero robots. Where once the movement
of the Sphero was simply the physical
realisation of their coding, in these tasks,
problem solving from different perspectives
is required to achieve a good result. Girls are
able to experience the creation of an authentic
product by learning about the design process
as they prototype, test, and refine their coding
and engineered products.
Through these experiences, our girls
have the opportunity to develop their logic,
reasoning and troubleshooting skills as well
as vital skills in the area of collaboration and
communication.
The objective of our program is to offer a
safe, inclusive space where our girls can build
skills and gain assurance in their capabilities as
designers and engineers.
Coding activities are overwhelmingly
social, and provide our students with an
opportunity to collaborate while learning
something interesting and fun.
The idea that our Preps are exploring
coding and will work towards writing and
debugging a simple program fills us with
excitement. By the time they enter the
Middle Years, some might even be exploring
computing concepts once considered
appropriate for undergraduates!

To further extend our students, we
are creating opportunities to collaborate
with industry and universities in new
ways. Through a partnership with Monash
University, where we had scientists run a
holiday camp around STEM related subjects,
the experience left our girls wanting to learn
more. It also impressed the scientists no end.
Our goal is to continue to build upon our
network of creative and innovative people
in industry and to engage our girls through
science lessons, STEM camps and visits in
their learning spaces.
Our girls are no longer wanting to just sit
on the sidelines and watch. They are curious
and want to actively participate in the world
around them. It is our role to equip them with
new generation tools and thinking that will
allow them to shift their role from consumer to
producer.
Roshan Lee, Assistant Director of Junior
Years and Wendy Johnson, Science Teacher

Creativity is something you
practise, not just a talent you
are born with.
David Kelley,
Stanford’s d-school and CEO, IDEO

The objective of our
program is to offer
a safe, inclusive
space where our
girls can build skills
and gain assurance
in their capabilities
as designers and
engineers.
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MIDDLE YEARS
AWAKENING IMAGINATIONS

We are constantly striving to ensure that our offerings in the Middle Years are contemporary, innovative and meet
the ever-changing needs of our diverse group of girls. As Assistant Director of Middle Years and Head of 5/6 Studies,
much of my time is spent looking for new ways to awaken our girls’ imaginations to new possibilities and ways of
thinking. This has been realised through the Wildfell Program.
A unit of learning for Year 5 students
was created which investigates and ignites
the girls’ entrepreneurial skills. The unit of
Inquiry “Mind Your Own Business”, allows
girls to follow their individual passion, and
supports their curiosity and talent. This
learning experience enables our girls to
become creative, global citizens who are able
to use their entrepreneurial skills to contribute
positively to their world.
In addition, the unit of Inquiry provides an
opportunity for the girls to design and market
a product or service that they have created.
They consider the wants and needs of their
target audience (the consumers) and collect

Throughout this unit we learnt about
a variety of economic concepts. I really
liked that we were able to invent and create
our own products while learning about
economics, business skills and marketing.
Abbie Montague

and analyse data to ensure that their product or
service suits their market.
They advertise their product or service and
create a business proposal explaining the many
benefits of their product and reasons why it
should be purchased. The girls determine
some of the resources that are required to
create their product or service and consider the
scarcity of these.
There is great excitement at the completion
of the unit, when the girls present their
learning to the school community in the form
of a business expo where their consumers can
come and view the products and services that
are being offered.

This unit brought up many conversations
at home and really made us think about
economics, business and budgeting. It was a
really fun unit and made us feel like we were
creating a real business.
Olivia Cox
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Throughout the unit the girls learn how to
collaborate with each other, solve problems,
present their ideas clearly to an audience, and
learn from their mistakes, all of which are
important skills for the 21st century.
The girls were highly motivated and
engaged in the learning process and this is
captured in their concluding reflections.
Leigh Pitt
Assistant Director of Middle Years
and Head of 5/6 Studies

I really enjoyed this project because
we were able to use our own ideas. The
atmosphere at the “Millionaire Minds
Trade Fair” was amazing because we were
able to display our products or services that
we were proud of.
Alexandra Conroy-Ryan

LEFT: Photo by Nasya Wu
Below: Eliza McNamara and
Phoebe Pidgeon

LEFT: Charlotte
Hoskins, Emily
Davey, Sarah
Morgan and
Amelia Geiss

Year 8 Emerging Citizenship Journey
to the Northern Territory
“This is the last ever time that this group
of girls will be all together away from school…
do you realise that? This moment is completely
special for us a group.”
This was the comment of a Year 8 student
on the last evening of the Journey to the
Northern Territory, while sitting around in
a cool evening at Yulara. The student was
absolutely correct – the trip was a special
moment for this cohort – a formative, shared
experience, culminating their Middle Years
journey.
As we travelled from Alice Springs to Kings
Canyon to Uluru, students were challenged
physically and personally. Their understanding
of contemporary Indigenous Australia was
challenged, as was their understanding of
citizenship in Australia.
It is important to note that the NT
Journey was not a standalone experience – the
contemporary indigenous experience is a
crucial aspect within the St Hilda’s Program
and to the Year 8s growth as emerging citizens.
The Journey linked to curriculum areas
including Drama, Art, Global Perspectives
and English. It also built directly on the work
during Indigenous Week where students
challenged their thinking and explored
current debates issues, forming opinions and
expressing their learning through creative
mediums.
The Year 8 girls are not the same upon their
return from Central Australia. They return to
Melbourne with incredible memories, but also
with the knowledge of their personal resilience
and courage.
Katherine Barton
Year 8 Co-ordinator

Amelia Sofra
The silence breaks,
The peace shatters,
The stories, relentlessly relayed between people
not deserving,
The sanctified rock ascended by those unaware of
its true meaning,
The elders betrayed by those standing around us.
A shared fragment of this land,
Stolen and reclaimed by those who do it wrong.
And very few know any better.
From 1 – 10 June, 122 Year 8 girls and 12
staff members went on a journey through
the Northern Territory, venturing from Alice
Springs to Uluru. For me I found the group
aspect of this trip an amazing opportunity to
bond and collaborate with many of my peers.
There was one campground, three buses, nine
activity groups and 61 student tents for each
place we stayed, so we were constantly being
thrown into new situations with different
people. Personally I thought that sleeping in
tents was a really great chance to make heaps of
new friends. The trip was a formative experience
for our Year 8 cohort, the last time we will ever
be together as a whole group on camp – we are
now ready for all the challenges ahead of us in
the Senior Years. To quote bus driver Dave,
“we came as a group and left as a team, because
together everyone achieves more.”
Zoe Sinclair
This land is special, sacred and true
This land is not ours but it belongs to you.
For me the trip to the NT was about
the significance of Indigenous people in
Australian history. Australia is such a diverse
country and sometime we forget that for
thousands of years, indigenous people
have been living here and are the traditional
owners of this land. On the camp we truly had
many different experiences with indigenous

peoples, past and present. Each excursion was
different and unique and I would always learn
something new. A highlight was visiting a small
community of nine people in King’s Canyon
who showed traditional methods of cooking
and art; while these methods are not used
much today, it was important to these people to
keep their culture alive through the teaching of
traditional skills.
In Global Perspectives we have been
studying Australian Indigenous history,
including the stolen generation, the apology
and the close the gap campaign. During this
trip, we were able to link what we had been
learning at school to a real context in which
there are still numerous issues, but lots to be
celebrated.
Christina Thorpe
The clear blue sky spread above our heads,
the earthy red dirt lathered on our shoes, the
vibrant green plants that sneaked though gaps
between the dusty rocks. This is the Northern
Territory.
Throughout the Northern Territory
camp we visited some of the most spectacular
landscapes in Australia. I think that
experiencing the walks and sightseeing was
one of the most significant memories of the NT
camp. Jumping off the plane at Alice Springs,
I noticed how different it was being in the
Northern Territory compared to Melbourne;
you would never think that you were in the
same country. During the 10 day period we
visited numerous places, and I know that the
King’s Canyon walk was definitely a highlight
for a lot of us. After all the huffing and puffing
up heartbreak hill, we were all taken by the
wonderful view when we finally made it to
the top of the canyon. This trip was really
important for us so we could experience the
landscapes of a foreign place.
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SENIOR YEARS
IGNITING LITERACY IN OTHERS

Field Award – Years 9 and 10
The girls at Melbourne Girls Grammar
are encouraged to be creative, innovative and
compassionate, and to follow their passions.
The School’s Field Award facilitates just that!
Recognizing holistic endeavours and personal
development in Years 9 and 10, its aim is for
our girls to identify and continue to grow their
strengths and interests, and to promote a level
of commitment to life within and beyond the
walls of the School.
The Field Award is designed for girls in
Years 9 and 10 to reflect on and respond to our
School’s holistic expectations around five fields
including: House, Academic Achievement,
Physical Challenge, Community Action and
Service and Personal Passion.
Outcomes include:
• An opportunity for participants to grow
personally and connect with others
through a wide range of challenges and
experiences.
• The opportunity to work with others to
develop that sense of community whilst
focusing on individual abilities.
• Existing abilities can be extended and new
activities can be tried.
• Setting own goals and work towards
achieving them.
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Two recent recipients of the Field Award,
Alexandra Roger and Lauren Wright-Hill,
embraced this opportunity and became
involved with the Richmond Salvos through
the School’s Community Service and Action
Forum. Alexandra and Lauren began by
participating as leaders in the Kaboom
program, a kids club on Friday nights for
children in the nearby areas. Below is their
reflection:
From first-hand experience, we understand
how hard it is for people under 16 to find regular
volunteering opportunities. As a result, in
September 2014, we jumped at the opportunity to
get involved with the Richmond Salvos which we
learned about through the School’s Community
Service and Action forum.
We began to participate weekly as leaders
in the Kaboom program, a kids club for children
in nearby areas, most of whom live in housing
commission accommodation and come from a
Chinese or Vietnamese background.
The program provides a safe place for
children after school, as well as enabling the
development of fundamental social skills in
primary school children. The challenges faced by
these children are a world away from our own,
yet they live only just down the road. Sitting with
them and getting to know them and their unique
personalities has been amazing. This program
kick started our journey in social change and has
become one of the most valued experiences during
our school years.

As believers in social change and the small
impact individuals can have, we wanted to
provide another initiative to the children at the
Richmond Salvos. After a year of participating
in the Kaboom program, we had identified a lack
of English skills within the community. With the
help of some of the Richmond Salvos Officers, we
began a reading club for children aged between
4 – 11 years, which runs every Thursday night.
We recruited girls from our year level who helped
out by listening and engaging with the children
in order to improve their reading and English
skills. We focus on encouraging them to simply
give it a go.
Since the beginning of this school year
(2016), we have been working with Year 10
students to make this a continuous volunteering
opportunity for following year levels. Our aim
is to encourage other girls to develop a love for
volunteering, as we have. We hope that this
initiative continues to grow in connection with
the school and becomes a terrific option for
community service for MGGS students who are
under 16, because we understand the struggle
of finding a safe and reliable place to volunteer.
We look forward to heading down to Richmond
on the 246 bus every week, and we recommend
to everyone at any age to get out there, and give
it a go, and if there isn’t something you want to
be involved in at the moment, start your own
opportunity and make it happen.
Lamia Rockwell
Director of Senior Years

ABOVE: Alexandra Roger and Lauren Wright-Hill
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BOARDING
A HEARTFELT PROJECT ABROAD

The nature of boarding relies on the girls, on an every day level, to be enterprising. To build and create a life of
your own, away from your own family unit, takes courage and self-discipline. Increasingly, our boarders are seeking
opportunities and challenges earlier in their educational journey. Last summer holidays, Claudia Calvert, Year 11,
from regional Victoria, and daughter of Old Grammarian, Kate Calvert (Ramsden), together with Isabelle Coughlan,
from regional NSW, sought a challenge outside of Melbourne Girls Grammar and their family connections. With the
total trust of their parents and warm encouragement from MGGS, and driven by a genuine sense of service, Claudia
and Isabelle have been shaped by an experience that challenged them both physically and emotionally. Below is
their reflection:
It hit us hard. The first thing we noticed
about the Philippines was the intense heat. We
would later learn that our skin would never
quite be dry, no matter how hard we tried. As
with most elements of our journey, we got used
to it.
In December 2015, we travelled to the
Philippines with the volunteering company
Projects Abroad. We participated in a
program geared for high school students.
Our team consisted of four other volunteers,
coincidentally all Australian.
We were extremely lucky with our host
family. They were very caring and loving
people. We formed a real connection with our
host mother, Analyn. They were financially
comfortable, as they had worked on a ship for
much of their lives, saving to build their house
before they started their family. They shared
their house with most of their extended family,
including their grandmother, their three
children and Analyn’s three siblings.
The goal for our two week stay was to
rebuild a home for a family in Bogo City, Cebu.
The family had been displaced by Typhoon
Haiyan, or Yolanda, as the locals referred to it.
It was one of the strongest tropical typhoons
ever recorded and devastated the Philippines
in 2013, prompting the formation of the
volunteer Disaster Rehabilitation projects
through Projects Abroad.
Every morning we would travel to the site
where we would work for the day. There was
a noticeable lack of occupational, health and
safety however this did not faze the skilled
local workers or dampen their enthusiasm
and patience as we learnt the ropes of the
construction.
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Ahmed, our Site Manager, was a kind
gentleman who took us under his wing, and
patiently explained all the skills we were to be
learning.
Each morning we were dropped off on the
side of the road, to walk over some farmland
towards the small community where we were
working. There were many families living
together in the community and the house
that we built brought a toilet and greater
access to running water to the group. It was
very rewarding to see the outcomes for the
community.
Arriving on site we were joyfully met by
dozens of children. We gave some piggybacks
on our first day, and for the next fortnight,
we spent hours ferrying them about. It was
such fun. After about half an hour of playing,
Ahmed would get us to working. The children
joined in helping with various tasks.
Rio is a young boy we will never forget. He
was the 5 year old son of the family for whom
we built the house. He was full of life, overly
confident and incredibly cheeky. He loved to
saw and would often come up and take over
our jobs whenever he pleased, more so to
annoy us than to actually do the job himself.
Alongside the bashful Rio, there were many
other kids who took a while to warm up to us,
but when they did we became inseparable.
Aside from the physical construction
of the house, we also spent Wednesdays in
local primary schools participating in an
‘Outreach’ program. We would play simple
games with the kids and read stories to them
in English. Much of this was just so the kids
could have a bit of fun while being exposed to
conversational English.

When we were not working, we explored
the lively city. One of our favourite spots was
the city square, a big park with a large water
fountain and stage area. This community
space was where we first truly understood the
Filipino’s love for singing. Music is deeply
woven into their culture and celebrations.
With the house finished by the last day
of our placement, we celebrated with the
family, Ahmed and the other local workers
and children. Not deterred by the low severity
cyclone, we played volleyball and soccer in the
rain and the mud, and made good use of all the
leftover concrete from the placement. It was a
dirty, carefree, joyful afternoon that is forever
etched in our memories.
As 15-year-olds, one of the biggest
decisions we have ever made has been applying
for this trip. It was scary, new and took a lot of
courage, but the risk paid off. Our only regret
was not staying longer. It sounds cliché but the
two weeks we spent in the Philippines were the
best of our lives, and we would urge anyone
to consider a trip like this. We think about our
time there every day, and we will be returning
at the first opportunity we get.
Claudia Calvert and Isabelle Coughlan,
Year 11

RIGHT: Ahmed, Claudia and Issy with some
of the children from around the sire.
BELOW: The finished structure

“...the two weeks we spent
in the Philippines were the
best of our lives...”

BELOW: Claudia with
one of the children from
the primary school
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MORRIS HALL
MOTHER’S DAY BREAKFAST
Friday 13 May

Arriving early on the morning of
our first Morris Hall Mother’s Day
Breakfast, I was met with beautiful
rotating images of our Morris Hall
girls engaged in learning and
play on the large screen in the
multipurpose room.
This was a wonderful reminder of what
unites us all within the School’s community.
Complementing these lovely images was a
beautifully presented and delicious breakfast
spread.
In no time the room was full, buzzing
with conversation and activity. It was lovely
to see the girls mingle and chat happily with
mothers, family members, teachers, guests and
each other. It was a joy to witness the warmth
and goodwill the morning generated – it was
indeed a fitting celebration of Mother’s Day.
This event was born out of the desire to
provide new opportunities to bring members
of our community together and to complement
other new events. These include our Morris
Hall Community Days scheduled for the
last days of Term 2 and 3 where families are
invited to mingle, chat and enjoy some food
or refreshments prior to departing for the
holidays.
Thank you to Director of Junior Years,
Kellie Morgan, for supporting this event and
for welcoming everyone on the morning.
Thank you also to John and his team at Alliance
Catering for the beautiful food. Finally, thank
you to everyone who attended and made the
morning such a special and fitting tribute to
Mother’s Day.
Beck Wilkinson
Parent Representatives Co-ordinator
– Junior Years/Morris Hall
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SCHOOL CONCERT
THURSDAY 26 MAY

This year’s School Concert, held at
the Melbourne Recital Centre, was
a wonderful celebration of Music at
Melbourne Girls Grammar.
The program provided a series of musical
snapshots, from our Year 5 girls on stage in
their first Merton Hall concert, to Year 12
soloist, Jenny Chen, who gave a stunning
performance of the third movement of
Mendelssohn’s Piano Concerto No. 1 in G
minor, accompanied by full orchestra. It was
a concert which showcased the many facets
of the Music Department and the diverse
interests of our students.
We enjoyed performances from a
variety of co-curricular ensembles, the
music a kaleidoscope of timbres, textures,
temperaments and talents. This year those
talents included the art of composition, with
the world premiere of a work composed by
Year 11 student Angela Gong, performed by
her fellow VCE musicians Qi Rebecca Wang
(Violin) and Hannah Shin (Piano).
Our choristers were in fine voice
throughout the evening, including soloists
Chiara Cementon and Julia Bowes, and our
instrumentalists shone in a range of styles
including jazz, classical, fusion and pop. The
Wildfell girls, inspired by Matilda, were just “a
little bit naughty” and they were led in song by
Year 7 soloists Chelsea Devon, Fleur Hardisty,
Alexandra Travers and Madeleine Valentine.
The concert was a series of diverse, creative
and uplifting performances and the audience
was most appreciative of the musical skills on
display. The enjoyment our musicians have
for what they do was palpable and the music
was richer for it. In the words of Heinrich
Heine, “Where words leave off, music begins”.
Certainly our musicians spoke with sincerity
and warmth, and we enjoyed what they had to
say very much.
Elizabeth du Blet
Director of Music
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ELC GRANDPARENT
MORNING TEA
TUESDAY 31 MAY & WEDNESDAY 1 JUNE

There is a magical bond between a
grandparent and their grandchild.
Today in our modern world as
parents juggle the many new
demands placed upon families, it is
often the grandparents that step in
and help with managing the care of
the children.
This can involve school pickups,
occasional sleep overs and entertainment
during the holidays. Quite often it is only the
grandparent that has the time to sit quietly
with a young child to read or patiently explain
a process or play a game whilst the parents are
busy managing the many commitments of
the family.
During the 2016 Barbara Tolson Centre
Grandparent Days, held on 31 May and 1 June,
many of our dedicated grandparents and
special friends came to share a moment with
our girls. After enjoying some morning tea on
the deck, the grandparents were welcomed
and escorted into the classrooms to join their
granddaughters at play and learn from the girls
what they do during their day.
As the morning sun rose higher into the
sky and began to warm the playground, some
of our girls took their grandparents back
outside to play in the sand pit or climb on the
equipment. Some of the four year olds invited
their grandparents to participate in the Ready
Steady Go sports program. Here the girls
demonstrated their hockey skills and later the
grandparents were each given a hockey stick to
also play with the girls.
Over the two mornings, shrills of
excitement and smiles of encouragement
were constantly heard and seen as the two
generations shared experiences, pride
and love.
Nicole Stynes
Head of Early Learning
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JUNE FOWELL DINNER
THURSDAY 16 JUNE

The June Fowell Dinner, held on
Thursday 16 June, was established
in 2002 to honour the outstanding
contribution of teacher, June
Fowell, who taught at Melbourne
Girls Grammar from 1970 and
died in 2001. This year the dinner
celebrated its 15th year.
During the night, Year 12 student Mia
Purvis reflected on her time at MGGS, in
particular the bond she shares with the rest
of her year level. Mia’s sincerity was evident,
especially when she was saddened about
leaving this wonderful group of students at the
end of the year.
Guest speaker and Herald Sun columnist,
Wendy Tuohy, had the following message to
the Year 12s, “Believe in yourself as young women
that you are strong and capable. Don’t settle for
below standard working conditions or wages and
fight for your rights as you enter University and
the work force”.
The night was also a great celebration of
the most important woman in our student’s
lives, their mothers. MC’s and Year 12 students,
Lily Harrison and Jen Harrison, finished the
night with a thank you to their mothers in the
form of the following poem:

Mum, mater, mother
You are like no other
You let me go to this nice school
Although there is no pool
We learned to read and write
And how to compose this poem for tonight
You gave us food
And lifted our mood
Sent boarders on a plane
Or on some train
Took us to places we’ve never been
And showed us things we’ve never seen
You taught us to be kind
And always speak our mind
We have detected your case
As to why you sent us to this place
This was your plan
After you drop us off, you walk the Tan
You get your coffee at Domain
And then tomorrow morning you do it again
Meanwhile in Wagga
Hilary’s mum is going for a jogga
Our mums are all from different places
But we appreciate all their greatness
We would like to thank all of you
For being our glue.
A special thank you to the Year 12 Class
Representatives who organised such a special
evening.
Michael Ware
Year 12 Co-ordinator
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EYE ON
MGGS ART
HELEN KENNEDY (1984)

UNTITLED (2001), Oil on linen
Commissioned and presented to the School by Nina Crone, Principal of Melbourne Girls Grammar, 1974 – 1993.
This landscape evolved from a photograph taken from a moving train when the artist was in transit from Paris to Cologne. It is typical of
Helen Kennedy’s working method in which photographs are a reference point for the creation of a landscape that is part remembered, part
imaginary. As a student she was initially drawn to photography and then moved to printmaking. She began her art school training in etching at
the Victorian College of the Arts (Prahran), completing a Bachelor of Fine Arts (Printmaking) in 1988. Living in France for three years, she began
working at renowned Atelier Lacourière et Frelaut in Paris in 1994 and received a grant from the Collie Trust to work in collaboration with master
printers in 1995. She began to paint in 1996, the year she was awarded a scholarship by the Cité Internationale des Arts. A further two years were
spent in Cologne, Germany. Back in Australia, Helen Kennedy’s work is represented in national, state and regional collections. She has taught at
MGGS (where she was educated), the University of Melbourne and has been Artist in Residence at a number of schools including MGGS.
Helen Kennedy is inspired by atmosphere, light and dark and landscape. She is not interested in a specific place since ambiguity is her aim.
This is achieved by a progressive reduction and elimination of detail to a point where a delicate balance is reached between the abstract and the
figurative in her prints and paintings. In this work, a sense of movement is created by the blurry landscape. Open at either end, it is compressed
from top and bottom by dark encroaching margins so it looks rather like a view from a speeding train. This intended effect of blurring and
continuity, sfumato as it has been described, is reinforced by the artist’s use of colour. Typical of her almost monochromatic treatment are the
eery greens which illuminate and emanate from the landscape: tones tend to merge and contrasting colours are rarely, if ever, juxtaposed. The
result is peculiarly intense and the MGGS canvas pulsates with energy and controlled emotion.
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PARENTS ASSOCIATION
REPORT BY LISA BEAUMONT, PRESIDENT

What do you think of when you hear
the term “enterprising girls”?
From the moment I first heard those
words, I have been intrigued by the concept.
First I had to define for myself what an
enterprising girl looks like. To me she is
strong, courageous, creative, independent and
curious. She engages with her world and wants
to explore and understand it.
Next I had to think about our role in this
enterprising girl’s development. As a parent,
the key tool I want my daughter to have on
her journey is resilience. She has so many
opportunities ahead of her, but in order to
have the courage to explore, she needs the
courage to fail and to try again. One of my
hardest jobs is to step back and let that happen.
It takes courage and trust for me to do this. I
need to trust that there is a support network in
place that will keep her safe when she steps out
of her comfort zone, and will teach her what
to try next when her first attempt at something
fails. In doing this, I turn to the village that
surrounds me; our family, my fellow parents,
the staff of the school where she spends most
of her time. By trusting in the support network
that we have all chosen, we help one another to

succeed and show our daughters how to forge
their way in a world that is both exciting and
terrifying. We give them both the tools and the
courage to be enterprising.
As a parents association, we offer
opportunities for the girls to spread their
wings. The GaP Service and Action Forum
last term was the perfect example of this kind
of support. Volunteer groups from around
Melbourne came to MGGS to expose the
girls to the wide variety of ways there are to
be engaged in their community. From the
global issues considered in the Human Rights
Film Festival, to the local needs of the St Kilda
Mums, we could help the girls find a way to
serve that gives them an outlet for compassion,
and exposes them to experiences that develop
their appreciation for the wider world and its
issues.
Another thought provoking experience
was CEE’s speaker series on How to Raise an
Adult with Julie Lythcott-Haims. The key take
away for me was that we want our enterprising
girls to be resilient and adaptable. They
need to be able to advocate for themselves.
Ultimately, our job as parents, mentors, and
teachers is to put ourselves out of a job. This
is particularly poignant for me as I prepare

to send my first born, with her newly minted
VCE certificate off to Montreal to study at
McGill University. It is my fervent hope that as
parents, my husband and I have prepared her
adequately for independence. Can she cope
with failing an assignment, with advocating for
herself on a campus of thousands. Will she get
up on time, find her first class, manage her own
laundry, register for the right classes, choose a
major, make new friends, call home with some
regularity, stay strong, be healthy, be resilient
and adaptable? Can I as a mother let go and
trust her to make it on her own? Have I done
my job so that she can do hers? As it turns out,
this is a defining moment for both of us, and
foreshadowing of what is to come for her sister
who watches and learns.
My family, our friends, our school…we are
united in a common goal that is to send strong
young women out into the world to make
their lives what they dream they can be. The
future comes all too quickly, and I urge you
to ask yourself “is she ready?” And “how can
we support our girls and the community that
supports them in creating enterprising adults
who will change the world?”
Lisa Beaumont
President, Parents Association

The Parents Association of Melbourne Girls Grammar invites you and your friends to the

NAVY BLUE LUNCH
Melbourne Girls Grammar

Making Connections
Friday 2 September, 2016
LEONDA By The Yarra, 2 Wallen Road, Hawthorn , 11.45am for 12.15pm
$125 per head
RSVP: Please use the Trybooking link to book your tickets or make a donation
by Monday 22 August: www.trybooking.com/LIXW
If you are unable to attend but would still like to make a donation
please use the above link also.
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FROM THE ARCHIVES
OUR OLYMPIANS

Women in sport who make us proud
Women in sports are generally
overshadowed by the glory and spotlight
enjoyed by their male counterparts. However
things have changed. Their power and
influence have grown significantly, while their
achievements have brought them on an equal
footing with men.
Melbourne Girls Grammar has a long and
proud history of successful Olympians. In
August, Year 9 student Isis Holt will follow in
the footsteps of her MGGS Olympic alumnae
as she will travel to Rio as part of the Australian
Paralympic Team.
Isis has set world records in Athletics in
the 100m and 200m and she has recently been
named as the Athletics Australia Para Athlete
of the Year. The whole MGGS community is
behind her as she prepares for this sporting
opportunity on the world stage.
Isis is our School’s first Paralympian and
she follows in a proud tradition of Olympic
involvement on the part of our students and
staff, stretching right back to the 1932 Games.
Here’s a look at some of our School’s
Olympic achievements and how they won our
admiration:

1932 Summer Olympics – Los Angeles
Frances Vorrath (Bult 1931) came fifth in
the 100 metre freestyle final, in an event where
the first five place getters all broke the world
record. By the age of 18, she was the fastest
swimmer in Australia, setting records which
remained unbroken for many years. It was very
unusual for a Victorian to be so successful at a
time when there was only one 25 yard heated
pool for winter training. The Olympic Team
travelled by ship to Los Angeles and arrived
with one month to complete their training after
the sea voyage.
1956 Summer Olympics – Melbourne
Marg Woodlock (staff member) started
teaching Physical Education at MCEGGS in
1958, just after she had represented Australia
in the 1956 Games. She competed in shot
put and was trained by the renowned coach,
Franz Stampfl, who insisted she switch from
javelin to shot put. She was still a teenager
while competing and remembers having to
pinch herself as she walked out onto the MCG.
Marg had a very strong influence on sporting
involvement and attitudes at the School in the
1960s.

1985 Kitty Chiller

1980 Summer Olympics – Moscow and 1984
Summer Olympics – Los Angeles
Petra Rivers (1970) excelled at the javelin
at school and was also coached by Franz
Stampfl. She set new records at the World
Junior Titles and won gold at the 1970 and
1974 Commonwealth Games. Unfortunately,
she was injured for the 1972 Olympics and was
forced to retire through injury in 1975. In a
comeback, she competed in both the 1980 and
1984 Olympics.
1984 Summer Olympics – Los Angeles
Jacqui Marshall (1974) represented
Australia in Los Angeles in women’s rowing,
competing in the single sculls and as reserve
for the women’s four who achieved a bronze
medal. Jacqui has taught rowing in schools
for many years and has won gold medals at
Masters Rowing events.
1992 Summer Olympics – Barcelona and
1996, 2000 and 2004 Summer Games
Joscelin Yeo Wei Ling (1996) excelled
as a swimmer and represented Singapore at
four Olympic Games – 1992 Barcelona, 1996
Atlanta, 2000 Sydney and 2004 Athens. She
was a boarder at MGGS in 1995 and 1996,
leaving to continue her swimming training.
Joscelin was Singapore’s Sportswoman of the
Year in 1993, 1995 and 1999. Athletes were
unable to win it more than three times. After
a 16-year swimming career, Joscelin retired in
early 2007.

1956 Olympics Marg Woodlock

1932 Frances Bult

Isis Holt, 2016
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2008 Beijing Games
Amber Parkinson

1996 Summer Olympics – Atlanta
Danni Roche (1988) was a gifted hockey
player who took up the sport at school. She
represented Australia as a member of the goldmedal winning Hockeyroos in Atlanta in 1996.
In an interview some years later, she described
what it was like to win: “a huge feeling of
relief after all the years of training, a feeling of
lightness and then excitement!”.
2000 Summer Olympics – Sydney
Sarah D’Arcy (1993) was selected to
represent Australia in the 400m freestyle at
the Sydney Olympics. Sarah recalls spending
countless hours before and after school in
swimming training and then five years full time
at the Australian Institute of Sport. She had
a great win at the 2000 Australian Olympic
Trials in the 400m, achieving her dream of
selection for the Olympic Team.
Sarah Hammond (1993) was a member
of the Australian Handball Team at the 2000
Olympics. Sarah was Sports Vice-Captain
in Year 12 and later became a teacher at the
School. She transferred her skills in handball
to AFL and has played in the Victorian
Women’s Football League for over 15 years,
reaching a 200 game milestone last year.

Kitty Chiller (1981) competed in the
Modern Pentathlon in 2000, the first time
it had been an Olympic sport. The event
involved competition in swimming, horse
riding, running, shooting and fencing. Prior to
this time, Kitty had been national champion on
12 occasions, and was ranked number one in
the world in 1996, 1997 and 1998. She retired
after the 2000 Olympics. In 2012, Kitty was
appointed Deputy Chef de Mission for the
2012 London Olympics and she is the first
woman in Australia to hold the title of Chef de
Mission at the forthcoming Rio Olympics.
2008 Summer Olympics – Beijing
Amber Parkinson (1992) represented
Australia in the individual women’s epee
event in fencing at the 2008 Games, one of
only two Australians to qualify for the fencing
competition. Amber began fencing in Year
6 at Morris Hall and was fencing captain in
1992. She followed up her interest in fencing at
Melbourne University and at individual clubs
and worked very hard to finally qualify for the
Olympics.

Angela Darby (2004) represented
Australia in the Modern Pentathlon in
the Beijing Games. She qualified for the
event by winning the Asian and Oceanian
Championships in Tokyo. In 2013, she was
awarded a Rhodes Scholarship, undertaking
study in architecture and sustainable
development at Oxford.
2010 Winter Olympics – Vancouver
Sarah Sauvey (2001) represented Great
Britain in the freestyle ski cross event, creating
history as the first British athlete to compete
in ski cross. Sarah started in Morris Hall and
completed Year 12 in 2001 as Co-Captain
of the Ski Team and Captain of the Softball
Team. She credits a lot of her inspiration and
motivation to Morris Hall teacher, Jan Ross.

1993 Fencing Team: Claire
Norton Baker, Amber Parkinson,
Capt, Catherine Bennett

1970 Petra Rivers in
action at school sports

1984 Jacqui Marshall in the single sculls

2010 Winter Olympics
Sarah Sauvey skiing for
Great Britain

Joscelin Yeo with medals
Angela Darby, Rhodes Scholar with Janet Maher
who was her Deputy Principal
2000 Sarah Jane D’Arcy

1987 Danni Roche
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Family Connections
THE ATKINS/CUMING FAMILY

The Second Generation
FOUR GENERATIONS OF THE
ATKINS/CUMING FAMILY
4th Generation:
Claudia Jane Stuart, current Year 7 student
3rd Generation:
Jane Elizabeth Kleimeyer (Mother) 1975-84
Sandra Ann McNaughton (Aunt) 1973-84
Susan Jane Grabsch (McNaughton)
(Aunt) 1973-82
2nd Generation:
Elizabeth Ann Laverty (Atkins)
(Grandmother) 1946-1954
Margaret Ann McNaughton (Atkins)
(Great Aunt) 1946-56
1st Generation:
Annie (Nan/Nance) Cuming: married
Kingsley O Atkins
(Great Grandmother) 1919-1920

The First Generation
Annie Cuming (known as Nan or Nance)
spent only the last two years of her schooling
at Melbourne Girls Grammar from 1919 –
1920. During this time, she formed warm
friendships with fellow students, especially
Enid (“Diddy”) Atkins (later Richardson), who
was to become Nance’s sister-in-law, when she
married Diddy’s brother, Kingsley Atkins, in
1933. Wider multi-generational links between
the School and descendants of Nance and
Diddy followed, as well as those of Kingsley
and Diddy’s siblings, older sisters, Eileen and
Marjorie Atkins and brother, Ernest Atkins.
Further MGGS connections exist through the
Cuming and Atkins family but space does not
permit a recording of all of them.
Kingsley Atkins, himself, attended
kindergarten at the School before proceeding
to Melbourne Grammar. Kingsley and
Nance’s two daughters, Elizabeth and
Margaret, started at Morris Hall in 1946, by
which time life had settled down at Anderson
Street after the huge disruption and relocation
of the School during the Second World War.
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Elizabeth Atkins formed many friendships
at the School and following a long desire to
pursue a career in nursing, she completed
the Post-Leaving year in 1954 which provided
a special subject of Biology for Nurses. She
trained and worked as a nurse at the Alfred
Hospital and worked on the staff there for
many years, including in administration,
when a back injury forced her out of practical
nursing.
In the 1970s, Liz worked tirelessly in
assisting with the layout and equipment
required in the rebuilding of the hospital.
Friendships Elizabeth formed at the Alfred
remain strongly with her today.
Her second marriage in 1982, to Sydneybased pathologist Dr Colin Laverty, brought
a move to Sydney and a busy life of sharing in
the administration of Colin’s newly formed
practice.
Margaret recalls the very happy
environment of Morris Hall, the playground
at “Fairlie” on the corner of Anderson Street
and Fairlie Court, and the popularity of Miss
Mary Davis, the Principal at Morris Hall at
that time. The girls were very sad when Miss
Davis moved to take up her Headmistress
position at another school. The innovative
educational and management theories of Miss
D J Ross, Principal of the School, are still
highly regarded by Margaret. She loved the
independent learning required to complete
assignments in the library. She also believed
the student self-government and school
management practices of Miss Ross provided
her students with skills far beyond study
and academic achievements. The process
of elections for student office-bearers was
taken very seriously by the girls. Girls gained
practical experience in running meetings and
management at a time when most management
roles were filled by men.
In her final year, Margaret was President
of the Sports Committee and a member of
the Student Executive Council. She was also
a keen tennis player and Captain of Tennis.
After leaving the School, she then represented
the OG’s Tennis Team and was on the
Committee of the Old Grammarians Society,
which, with the exception of two or three years

in the early 1960’s, she continues as a member.
She was President in 1976 – 1977, and the
representative on the School Council from
1997 – 2004.
Margaret has played a major role in the
finances of the OG Society and as a Gilman
Jones Scholarship Trustee. She is also a Board
Member of the Merton Hall Foundation.
When her two daughters attended
Melbourne Girls Grammar, she also served
on the Committee of the Parents Association,
undertaking the role of President in the early
1980’s, representing the Association on the
School Council. Margaret has loved working
with many wonderful people over those years,
including the administrative and business
office staff at the School.
Two years of matriculation and on receipt
of a Commonwealth Scholarship, Margaret
studied one year of an Arts degree at the
University of Melbourne. Mediocre results
led her to temporary work in a family member’s
law firm during the summer vacation, in which
she gained an interest in office procedures
and legal practice. A course in stenography
at Stott’s College followed, then clerical and
conveyancing work in legal practices.
Margaret married Bill McNaughton in
1963. After a break from work 1965 – 1973, to
raise her two daughters, she returned to work.
Her passion for legal practice continued over
the subsequent 38 years, until her retirement
in 2014.
The Third Generation
Jane Kleimeyer (1984), Elizabeth Atkins’
daughter, entered Year 3 at Morris Hall in 1975,
completing her HSC in 1984. Not wanting to
leave her Melbourne friends, Jane boarded
at the School from 1982 when her mother
remarried and moved to Sydney. She continues
to enjoy the friendships she formed both
within and outside the Boarding House. Jane
revelled in all aspects of school life and was a
member of the Senior Swimming Team.
She completed a graphic design course at
Swinburne College and now runs a graphic
design business from her home studio, assisted
by her husband, Anthony Stuart, whom she
married in 2000.

BELOW: 1955 Georgina (Button) Page, Margaret Atkins and Jill Newbury
after a baseball match at Como
RIGHT: 1957 March l-r Eleanor Matheson, Anne Stimson, Marg Atkins,
Barbara Bult, Pete Richardson, Janet Blackwood

Margaret’s two daughters, Susie (1982)
and Sandy (1984) both entered Morris Hall in
1973, in Years 3 and 1 respectively. Miss Merna
Thomas was the very popular headmistress
of Morris Hall in the 1970’s. Their memories
of Miss Thomas centre on her pleasant and
friendly nature, her concern for the girls and
her memory of every child’s name. Both girls
enjoyed their time at the school, engaged in
extra-curricular activities, joined in Batman
House activities and were members of school
tennis and swimming respectively. Both were
elected to the Student Executive Council
during their senior years.

RIGHT: L-R:
Claudia Stuart,
Susie McNaughton,
Elizabeth Laverty
BELOW: 1955 Tennis
Team - Back row: C Leigh
Jones, R Lesh, L Hardy,
A Stimson, S Shipton, S
Eva. Front row: M Atkins
(V-capt), P Thompson
(Capt)

Susie graduated in Physiotherapy at
Lincoln Institute, La Trobe University.
She now practices part-time in the area of
lymphoedema at Mercy Health in Heidelberg.
She married Richard Grabsch in 1993 and they
have two sons.
Studying Classical Civilisation in HSC
inspired Sandy. In 1988, she travelled to Italy,
where she spent most of the next six years. On
her return to Melbourne, she worked with
the Abbotsford Convent Foundation Board
in its successful submission to preserve the
buildings and site as an arts precinct.

ABOVE: Sandy McNaughton

In 2004, her marriage to Mark Byrne
brought a move to a farm property near
Inverell. She was appointed manager of a
newly refurbished 1938-era art-deco theatre,
“The Roxy”, at the nearby town of Bingara.
Over the next ten years she brought a variety
of cultural events to Bingara and succeeded in
obtaining funding to restore the original Greek
Café, which is part of the theatre.
The Fourth Generation
Jane’s daughter, Claudia, started Year 7
at MGGS this year. After attending Christ
Church Grammar, she was anxious about
the change from co-education to an all-girls
school. Claudia has enthusiastically embraced
life at Anderson Street, and we look forward to
following her through the years ahead.

ABOVE: Enid Atkins

ABOVE: Jane Kleimeyer
RIGHT: Nan Atkins (Cuming)
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Merton Hall
History Society

The Western Front: An Australian Perspective
On Wednesday 27 April 2016, Old Grammarian and writer Helen Duffy (1963), along with her
husband, Bruce Postle talked about the journey leading up to and during the creation of the book,
The Western Front: An Australian Perspective.
As co-author of the book, Helen spoke with passion about the western front in World War 1
and the experience of re-examining this period through the lens of both the past and present.
The book examines the 1914 – 18 battlefields in text and photographs, juxtaposing Bruce’s
250 modern day photographs with 180 original photographs sourced from the Australian War
Memorial. It connects the Western Front of 1916 – 18 as it was in wartime with the modern setting
of rural France, providing a fascinating new perspective on an area which has resonated with
Australians for a century.
Bruce recalled priceless anecdotes of the photographic journey capturing images for the
book, including uncovering with his foot, an unexploded bomb whilst he and Helen tried to get the
best shot.
Helen has worked in the book publishing industry for over thirty years as an editor, publisher
and writer, whilst Bruce is a multi-award-winning photojournalist who began his career at
Queensland Country Life and the Brisbane Courier Mail. In 1968 he moved to The Age in
Melbourne, where he remained a staff photographer until 1996. He has worked as a freelance
photographer since.
A signed copy of the book is available to borrow from the Nina Crone Library. If anyone is
interested in purchasing a copy, they are available in hardback from ABC bookstores online.
RIGHT: Bruce Postle and Helen Duffy

Join us for an Afternoon Tea
with Celia Rosser: The Banksia Lady
Tuesday 13 September 2016, 4.00pm – 6.00pm
Melbourne Girls Grammar Seminar Room
Over 25 years, Celia Rosser travelled across Australia to locate and paint every specimen of
banksia. British Museum botanist Edward Stearn described her paintings as exquisite works of
art, claiming “their grace and accuracy entitle them to be placed alongside the superb Australian
wildflower paintings of Ferdinand Bauer”.
The School is fortunate to have an original Volume 1 of Celia’s banksia studies. This was the
generous gift of Old Grammarian, Pat Hancock (Plummer).
Guest speaker and author, Carolyn Landon, will take us on a journey through the life
of Celia Rosser, Botanical Artist. In her book Banksia Lady, she explores Celia’s difficulty in
reconciling her passion for art with the 1950s expectations of motherhood, and her eventual
emergence as an artist and the development of the banksia project with Monash University.
Tickets are $25 each
Banksia Lady - Celia Rosser, Botanical
Artist by Carolyn Landon (Monash
University Publishing 2015)

For bookings, visit www.trybooking.com/KSSW
Or contact Lucy Cohen – T: 03 9862 9231 E: lucy.cohen@mggs.vic.edu.au
Bookings close on 6 September 2016
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OLD GRAMMARIANS SOCIETY
REPORT BY JUDY WILKINSON, PRESIDENT

Annual General Meeting,
Wednesday 27 April
Sixteen Old Grammarians were able to
attend the Annual General Meeting in the
Margaret Spring Seminar Room. Thank you to
those who attended. Margaret McNaughton
presented the Treasurer’s Report and the
Audited Accounts. We have continued to
commit significantly to our three Scholarships
and to the Artemis Project (Physical
Performance and Health building). The OG
wine has been a good profit maker, as have
other various functions throughout the year.
Catherine Misson presented her
Principal’s Report and Judy Wilkinson, her
President’s Report. Margaret McNaughton
spoke about the Gilman Jones Scholarship
awardees and presented a report from the
Trustees of whom she is chairperson. The
three scholarship winners in 2015, who all
achieved remarkable subject scores, are Amy
Luo, Lucy Stewart and Grace Joel.
Margaret also reported on the Life
Members Trust Fund, and the Old
Grammarians Scholarship Fund. The new OG
scholar in Year 9 in 2016 is Stephanie Blyth,
daughter of Old Grammarian, Jane Blyth
(Goddard, 1975), granddaughter of Mary
Goddard (Barr, 1939) and great-granddaughter
of Lulu Barr (Holtom, 1908).
The recently announced winner of the
OG Scholarship award for a student entering
Year 9 in 2017 is Allegra Tremlett, daughter of
Arabella Gibbs, a 1987 leaver.
Julia Hare presented the report on the D J
Ross Scholarship. Associate Professor, Dianne
Vella Broderick, Director, Master of Applied
Positive Psychology program, delivered the
Oration in 2015.

South Australian Branch Autumn Lunch
On 28 April, branch members attended a lunch at the Scenic Hotel, Norton Summit. Thank
you to Sandy Edwards for organising this event.
Above: SA Branch Autumn Lunch, Standing L–R: Sandy Edwards (Hayden, 1974), President, Sue Vardon, guest, Susan
Campbell, guest, Heather Caldicott-Chan, guest, Peta Lush (Bailey, 1994). Sitting L–R: Mary Brooksbank (1961), Shirley
Hesketh (Gilchrist, 1956), Lianne Bilson (1954), Vice President, Gillian Taggart.

topic “Why can’t you eat peanuts at school
anymore?” was based on her research into
food allergies. It was most informative and
gave an interesting perspective to the issues of
food allergies. Katie and the team at Murdoch
Children’s Research Centre are playing an
important role in the world wide search for
answers to the food allergy problem.
The Trustees are extremely grateful for the
donations received on the day of the Oration
as they help increase the Fund and therefore
the level of assistance that we can give to the
students it supports.

DJ Ross Oration
The DJ Ross Oration was held on
Wednesday 11 May. The Trustees Louise
Gourlay (Holmes, 1955), Venetia Patchett
(Streeton, 1965) and Julia Hare (Gillespie,
1971) reported that the Oration delivered
by Professor Katie Allen (Stephens, 1983),
Chairman of School Council was well attended
by staff, Old Grammarians and parents. Katie’s
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OG Anniversary Chapel Service,
Luncheon &
Class of 1956SOCIETY
60 Year Reunion
OLD GRAMMARIANS
10 Sseptember
2016
REPORT BY JUDYSaturday
WILKINSON,
PRESIDENT
Optional tour of the School: 10.30am
Chapel Service: 11.15am Luncheon: 12.30pm
Melbourne Girls Grammar
86 Anderson Street, South Yarra, Victoria

$55 per person

50 Year Reunion for 1966 Leavers

Please book online via : www.trybooking.com/MDZW

the School’s Multimedia Historian, prepared
Twenty seven Old Grammarians attended
enquiries, contact
a slideshow of photos collected from the 1966
their 50 year reunion in the PheliaFor
Grimwade
Samantha Bailey in
the Community
Office:archives,
9862 9221
cohort
and from the School
which
Dining Hall on Saturday 4 June. Samantha
created much discussion and fun while people
Bailey from the Community Office assisted
reminisced about their time at the School. Pip
us greatly in preparing the event. Doris
also presented a “Then and Now” slideshow
Mohrhardt, Director of Marketing and
of buildings and rooms in the School, showing
Community Engagement, welcomed the group
the School as it was in the 1960s and changes
on behalf of Principal Catherine Misson.
which had occurred since then.
Lucy Cohen, also from the Community
Office, spoke to the group about MGGS
Connect, a new and innovative way for Old
Grammarians to stay in touch with the School
and with each other. She encouraged everyone
to register via the link on the School’s website.
For assistance on how to register, please
contact Lucy for advice. Photos of the reunion
will also be published on MGGS Connect.
Alison Forbes (Cantlay), who was School
Captain in 1966, gave a very warm welcome
to her cohort and delivered the Grace before a
delicious lunch. Pip O’Connor (Farrer, 1965)

50 year reunion for
1966 leavers
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We were also fortunate to welcome Marg
Woodlock-McLean, (past sport teacher and
Olympian) who delighted us all with a talk
which was entertaining and inspirational. We
have been fortunate that Marg has attended
all of the reunions of the girls she taught at
MGGS.
Penny Morris (Andrews) AM closed the
gathering with a heartfelt toast to the 1966
leavers and the School.

OG Anniversary
Chapel Service,
Luncheon &
Class of 1956
60 Year Reunion
Saturday 10 September 2016
Optional tour of the School: 10.30am
Chapel Service: 11.15am
Luncheon: 12.30pm
Melbourne Girls Grammar
86 Anderson Street, South Yarra,
Victoria
$55 per person
Please book online via:
www.trybooking.com/MDZW
For enquiries, contact
Samantha Bailey in the
Community Office: 9862 9221

OLD GRAMMARIANS SOCIETY
NEWS

Gilman Jones Scholarship Trust Report 2016
From the VCE Class of 2015, the Trustees
of the Scholarship – Jenny Brown, Margaret
McNaughton, Professor Pip Pattison and Dr
Judy Tisdall – have announced a shared award
of the Gilman Jones Scholarship for this year.
It was unanimously agreed by the Trustees
that the award for 2016 be shared between
three students: Amy Luo and Lucy Stewart,
each of whom attained an ATAR score of 99.95
and Grace Joel, the School Captain for 2015,
who attained a score of 99.90.
In addition to their outstanding academic
results it was noted that each of the students
enthusiastically participated in extracurricular
activities in their respective Houses and the
School. Each was awarded Senior House
Colours for these services. Lucy Stewart
has also received the Premier’s Award for
her outstanding VCE results, and each of the

three awardees received numerous National,
State and School awards for their respective
achievements and academic results.
Amy is now enrolled in study for a
Bachelor of Biomedicine degree at the
University of Melbourne. Lucy is enrolled in
a Bachelor of Arts degree at the University of
Melbourne, with the intention of proceeding
to the Graduate Juris Doctor program. Grace
is enrolled to study Politics, Philosophy and
Economics (PPE) at Balliol College, Oxford
University in the UK.
We were delighted to be able to honour
the Gilman Jones Scholars with their award
certificates, in a whole School Assembly.
Principal Catherine Misson addressed the
assembly with words about Miss Gilman
Jones and the importance of her influence
on the girls in the School in the time she was

the Headmistress. She later wrote in a report
about the award:
“….The Gilman Jones Scholarship was
established in honour of headmistress Ms Gilman
Jones (1916 – 1938), who was referred to as a
“noted feminist”. As the Old Grammarians
from her era would know, she was a visionary
who led boldly for the advancement of women’s
education. She herself was one of the earliest
female graduates of Cambridge University, but
despite the demonstrated mathematical talent
to do so, was prevented from being awarded a
degree like her male counterparts...”
We wish them all the greatest success in
their courses and future careers.
Margaret McNaughton
Chairman of Trustees

YOU’RE INVITED: OGs reunion event in the USA
Melbourne Race Ladies in Lexington, Kentucky: 21 – 23 October 2016
Old Grammarians in the USA are invited for a weekend in Lexington, Kentucky, the thoroughbred horse capital of the world. As the Old
Grammarians Branch Representative in the USA, Melanie Hollands says, “We all grew up with the Melbourne Cup being our home town
big race so a race day should be a fun reminder of life in Melbourne”. Activities during this weekend will include a guided tour of some large
thoroughbred racehorse studs and attending the afternoon races at Keeneland Race Course. For more information, please contact Melanie
at MelanieHollands@post.harvard.edu. RSVP: 21 September 2016

87th Women’s Inter-School Golf Challenge Cup
11 April 2016 at the Metropolitan Golf Club
The April golf days proved to be a great success on all fronts: great weather, delicious lunch,
great company and good golf. The Stall for ‘Cottage by the Sea’, run by Marg Appleton and her
trusty helpers raised $1,341, a great result. The raffle also did well with $666 raised. Thanks to all
players for their support of our charity.
Well done to Geelong Grammar who were struggling to get a team. Commiserations to
Shelford who could only field three players on the day. The points scored by their team, including
a 4th player, would have given the other teams a run for their money. Well done to our ‘A’ and ‘B’
winners as well. Scores were markedly down from last year, however all players seemed to have
enjoyed the beautiful course at the Metropolitan Golf Club.
The AGM for all Reps will be held at Kew Golf Club on Friday 16 September. An invitation for
golf entries will be sent out in early August.
The next Challenge Cup will be held at Kew Golf Club on Monday 3 April 2017.
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OLD GRAMMARIANS SOCIETY
Our Oldest Old Grammarians
Millicent Prescott and Robyn Jerrams

Millicent Prescott
(Stephenson, 1932)
We would like to celebrate our oldest
Old Grammarian, Millicent Prescott.
Our Tasmanian Old Grammarian Branch
Representative, Robyn Jerrams (Callow,
1965), recently visited Millicent and had this to
report about her life:
Millicent was born in 1914 and, when her
family came to Australia from Canada in 1920,
she was enrolled in the Junior School. Soon
after, her father, who was a clergyman, was
asked to go to India as a missionary and the
family went with him. They returned in 1928

Ruth Hinds (Shaw, 1932)
Recently, Multimedia Historian, Pip
O’Connor (Farrer, 1965) and Bequests Coordinator, Lucy Cohen visited Ruth Hinds,
our second oldest Old Grammarian. Ruth
celebrated her 100th birthday in October last
year.
Pip and Lucy had afternoon tea with
Ruth at her residence in Hawthorn and she
remembered a great deal about her time as a
boarder at Merton Hall.
Ruth discussed how, as a boarder, the girls
had dancing classes once a week and the boys
from Melbourne Grammar School came over
to join them. These classes were conducted by
Miss Montgomery and teachers were stationed
at the door to prevent escapees.
Once a week, boarders had to go to
“Drawing Room” classes with Miss Gilman

RIGHT: Pip O’Connor, Ruth
Hinds and Lucy Cohen
FAR RIGHT: Approximately
1932, Ruth Shaw on far right
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and Millicant was re-enrolled in the School,
this time in the Senior School in St Joan’s
House. Millicent had great respect for her
Headmistress, Miss Gilman Jones. Millicent
lived in Caulfield and caught three trams to get
to school each morning.

graduates. After this program, she taught at
the School from 1934 – 35 as a general primary
teacher.

Her memories are of sitting on the wall by
the hockey field, having singing lessons with
Dr Floyd at lunchtime, bible studies with Miss
Gilman Jones and playing on “the mound” at
the Morris Hall end of the hockey field.

Her husband, Alwyn, was a Church of
England Minister and they had six children
in total but only four surviving. These days,
her main interests are singing with the local
choir (Sing Australia) and the local church.
She has a large family as you can imagine,
with all her children, grandchildren and great
grandchildren who visit her regularly.

After graduating, Millicent stayed on at the
School to do her teachers studies under ATTY,
a program devised by D J Ross for teaching

Jones and another time each week with Miss
Wellings, the House Mistress. During these
classes, girls were taught how to be “young
ladies”. They would sit and make “polite
conversation”.
Ruth remembers that their lives were full,
with no time for much outside of school life.
The rules for boarders at the time included:
being able to go out if called for and brought
back, being taken in to the city if necessary
(Ruth was once taken in to Werner’s to get
glasses), they could ask staff to buy items for
them e.g., soap, girls were strictly not allowed
to eat in public and they had to wear a hat and
gloves if coming through the School gates in
either direction.
After leaving school, Ruth moved home
to live with her parents and shortly after
decided to do a commercial course. She loved
bookkeeping so the director suggested to her

After leaving MGGS she taught at local
primary schools, eventually working for
SCEGGS in Moss Vale, NSW.

father that she should take up accountancy,
which she did and qualified. She completed
her course and worked in Melbourne for four
years.
In 1939, she set sail for England and
found that they were already preparing for
war. Ruth met her husband at an accountancy
firm, after which he was asked to work for the
Government as an accountant at Cardiff at the
docks. Within a year she was married and Ruth
and her husband moved to live at Cardiff – a
little place called Penarth where they had three
children. Her family in Australia did not see
her for 27 years. Circumstances changed and
Ruth made the decision to return to Australia
as her children were settled and independent.
Ruth has remained in Melbourne ever since
with her UK family visiting her whenever
they can. Ruth’s elder sister, Evelyn, who also
attended Merton Hall, passed away some years
ago in Sydney.

OLD GRAMMARIANS SOCIETY
Yvonne Forrest & Liz Middleton Visit

Yvonne Forrest OAM (Bagot, 1958) came to the School recently with a
wonderful gift of a crested tea service. Yvonne told us she had bought it in
a Melbourne antique shop many years ago. While the owner of the shop did
not know the crest, Yvonne of course recognised it immediately.
Yvonne visited the School with her friend
of 70 years, Liz Middleton (Catomore, 1958).
Liz and Yvonne met in Grade 1 at Morris Hall
and have been friends ever since. Liz now lives
at Metung and was interested to find out more
about her mother’s time at the School. Her
mother, Claire, and two sisters, Margaret and
Grace, all attended the School between 1918
and 1921, mainly in Morris Hall. Liz became
a nurse after leaving school and worked in
Melbourne, Adelaide and Perth, as well as
England. After her marriage, she and her
family lived and worked in Germany before
they returned to Melbourne and Liz took up
nursing again, retiring in 1993.

TOP: Yvonne Forrest and the tea service with Helen
Moylan, Archivist, and Liz Middleton
MIDDLE: 2016 Martina Young with her daughters Paiten
and Ruby
BOTTOM: 2016 Yvonne Forrest (Bagot, 1958), Deanna
Bateman (Bates, 2012) and her son Carlisle

Yvonne has lived and worked in Darwin
for many years. In 1980, she developed
specialist library services and started libraries
at the Museum and Art Gallery of the
Northern Territory, the Ranger Uranium
Mine office, the Northern Land Council and
the Aboriginal Sacred Sites Authority. The
Sacred Sites Authority is now the Aboriginal
Areas Protection Authority. Yvonne is still
working as the Librarian there today. She was

also a founding member of the Darwin U3A
and has been involved in many community
organisations.
In recognition of her involvement, she
was awarded an OAM in 2011 for service to
the community of Darwin through historical,
education and arts organisations.
Yvonne has been part of a Darwin group
of OGs, the membership of which changes
rapidly as people move in and out of Darwin.
She has also, in more recent years, met and
welcomed a number of our Year 9 Northern
Territory expeditioners.
Yvonne drove from Darwin to Melbourne
to join nearly 50 of her school cohort from
1958, who met for lunch to celebrate their 75th
birthdays. On her way, she stopped at Elliott,
Northern Territory, to catch up with Deanna
Bateman (Bates, 2010) who lives there with
her husband and two young sons. Deanna and
her friend Martina Young were boarders at
the School from 2010 – 2012. Martina has two
small daughters and now lives in Darwin.

1958 cohort, back row L-R: Barbara de Greef (Carlyon), Pat Fogarty (Darbyshire), Brenda Barnett (Kerr), Robin Benjamin (Williams), Sandra Gillon (Lord), Lyn Beaumont (Sampson), Catherine
Morrison (Coldham), Diana Seator (Watson), Helen O’Bryan (Williams), Judith Eustace (Helms), Cathy Marston (Hastings), Margot Foley (Howlett), Lesley Hatty (Fyffe), Margaret Foster
(McWilliam), Maria Bell (Sabey), Libby Watson (Burgin), Elizabeth Middleton (Catomore), Elizabeth Ridge (McLean), Alison Driessen (Meyer), Lorraine Smith (Reynolds), Annie Laycock (Evans),
Helen Corcoran (Blow), Jill Lamb (Vernon), Judy Morris (Barrow), Evie McEwan (Jones). Middle Row: Margaret Long (Bett), Jane Long (Townsend), Jan Baird (Wood), Pat Brown (Perkins),
Barbara McComas, Helen Pearson (Dorman), Kay Biggins (Setches), Sue Keon-Cohen (Renou), Yvonne Forrest (Bagot), Julia Forrest (Last), Wendy Hart (Paton), Dorothyanne Gurevitch (Holst)
Front Row: Penelope Buckley (Curtis), Ann Marsden (Moreland), Winsome Van Den Bossche (Hallows), Judith Tisdall, Helen Abraham (Spigelman), Jennifer Wallace (Gilchrist), Jill Glover (Payne)
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Marigold Duncan (2001)
Marigold is the founder of Bakipa [Ba-kee-pa], a mobile app revolutionising the way parents
shop for their children’s products. Marigold’s background in business and finance along with her
experience in angel investing, helped her spot an opportunity for innovation in a high value market.
“When I was expecting my baby, I realised the baby and children’s market
was very fragmented with hundreds of different websites and brands. This is a
terrible and time consuming experience for people shopping online, and doesn’t
work at all on mobile where parents want to shop these days.”
Marigold Duncan
Bakipa uses a marketplace model to bring the world’s best baby, kids and
maternity products together into one simple shopping app. The app also
offers a second hand market, where parents can sell items they no longer need
to reduce waste in the world.
The app is currently available in Singapore where they have over 20
thousand users and will be expanding to Australia later this year.

Prue Addison (1998)
Prue Addison (1998) has been offered a Senior Post-doctoral Knowledge Exchange Fellowship in Conservation Science from the Centre
of Excellence for Biosecurity Risk Analysis at Oxford University. The position will support work providing scientific advice to governments
and businesses to improve their corporate biodiversity strategies. Prue views this as a great opportunity to assist multinational corporations
operationalise the ‘no net loss of biodiveristy’ principle - where biodiversity losses should be mitigated, and residual losses balanced with a
biodiversity gain to ensure overall no net loss.

MGGS CONNECT
MGGS Connect – a new networking platform designed
to provide our Old Grammarian community with
unprecedented engagement opportunities, enables you to:
· Re-connect – Find and reminisce with fellow Old
Grammarians, see what they have been up to and stay in
touch.
· Give back – Introduce, employ and offer to act as a
mentor to our Old Grammarians.
· Expand – Leverage your professional network to get
introduced to people you should know.
· Get ahead – Advance your career through inside
connections working in top companies.
The new platform is accessible via a link on the Melbourne Girls Grammar website. Join this vibrant and dynamic online environment and
reconnect with hundreds of other OGs today!
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Bobbie Elsa Bowen (Bilson, 1950)
Bobbie grew up in Colac, going to
Merton Hall as a boarder at the age of 12. After
leaving school she worked as a secretary in an
architect’s firm in Melbourne.
Bobbie married Ben Bowen in 1954 and
they lived in Surrey Hills, later moving to
Williamstown where they set up a pharmacy.
In 1957 they moved to Geelong. They had six
children Mandy, Belinda, Melenie, Dimity,
Miffy and Ben. Honor Edwards, an ex
Melbourne Girls Grammar student, is one of
their 14 grandchildren.
After raising her family, Bobbie had time to
enjoy golf and was a member of The Geelong
Golf club. She was also on the Associates
Committee at The Sands and The Barwon
Heads Golf Club. She played pennant for
the club for many years and is renowned for
never losing a match that went beyond the 18th
hole. She was President of The South Western
District Ladies Golf Association.
Renae Clements (1992)
Renae came to MGGS as a boarder from
St Hilda’s in Perth. She entered in 1989 and
left in 1992. She followed her two sisters Julie
(1985) and Amanda (1988), both day girls.
After finishing her HSC, Renae attended the
University of Melbourne before commencing
a diverse and varied career in hospitality.

She eventually settled on the Sunshine
Coast with her much loved daughters, Lilsa
and Araminta. Renae remained in close
contact with many of her cohort, especially
Trish Wellington, Anna Branchflower and
Nyree Fiddes.
Sonia Grace Hunn (Schlesenger, 1944)
Sonia was a student at Melbourne Girls
Grammar between 1933 and 1944, including
a period of wartime evacuation in Marysville.
After leaving school Sonia attended
Invergowrie Homecraft Hostel and then
worked at Literature Bookshop in Collins St,
before travelling for a period in the UK and
Europe. The daughter of 1920s Australian
Davis Cup player R.E. Schlesinger, Sonia was
also a gifted and enthusiastic tennis player
and golfer. In 1953 she married businessman
John Hunn and settled with him in Perth,
devoting herself to family life and volunteer
work. Sonia and John had a son and two
daughters and shared a love of family, the
beach, sports, reading and travel. John passed
away in 1996. Throughout her life Sonia
maintained a strong affection for Melbourne
and returned regularly, visiting family and
friends and attending formal and informal
old girl gatherings. Sonia Grace Hunn
passed away peacefully in Dec 2015, aged 88.
Sonia is survived by her three children, five
grandchildren and five great grandchildren.

Shirley King (Lauer, 1947)
Shirley loved boarding at Merton Hall.
She grew up in the close knit Mallee town of
Nyah West. She became Boarding House
Captain in her final year and always remained
in touch with her Old Grammarian fellow
boarders. After leaving school she became
secretary to the Principal of Wadhurst,
Melbourne Grammar’s Junior School.
Her marriage to Les King in 1955 marked
the start of a 60 year love affair. Shirley was
a great support to him in his dental practice
in Altona. They raised four children and
delighted in their 10 grandchildren. Their
daughter Jenny Pike (King, 1974) also attended
MGGS.
Shirley’s life was enriched by her
involvement at St Eanswythe’s Anglican
Church in Altona, in particular by her
membership of Mothers’ Union. She held
leadership positions at both parish and
diocesan levels. Shirley was also very active
in the local community in many voluntary
capacities. She was the Western region
co-ordinator for Vision Australia’s Talking
Newspapers for many years. In 2014 she was
honoured by Altona Rotary with a Paul Harris
award.
Shirley passed away peacefully at home on
22 March 2016 at the age of 85.

Written by her daughter, Deborah.

Bobbie Bowen

Renae Clements

Sonia Hunn
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Susan Elizabeth Spalding Laurie (Mackey, 1956)
Susan Laurie was born in Naracoorte,
South Australia, on 2 February 1940, to
William (Bill) and Phyllis Laurie. She has two
siblings who both survive her, her sister Diana
who also attended Melbourne Girls Grammar,
three years below Sue, and Simon, who
attended Scotch College.
Susan’s father was a General Practitioner
in Naracoorte for many years. He and his
wife Phyllis were so highly regarded by the
Naracoorte community, that when they were
forced to move to Melbourne because of Bill’s
health, the community and friends raised
money for a trust to pay for the children’s
education in Melbourne. Susan was sent to
Melbourne Girls Grammar as a boarder aged
10 years when her parents were in Naracoorte.
She was an excellent student, and matriculated
at the young age of 16. Sue had fond memories
of friendships and sporting achievements at
school and kept in touch with many of her
MGGS friends.
Sue wanted to be a nurse at the Alfred
Hospital, but had to be at least 17 ½ years old
to commence her training, so started there
as a “Pinkie” or nurse’s aide. She worked as
a scout in the operating theatre, and loved
every minute of it. In October 1957, Susan
was accepted as a trainee in the Preliminary
Training School. She commenced her nursing
career with a flourish, winning the award for
the top student.

Shirley King (Lauer)
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Susan met David Mackey, a medical
student, some six years older than her whilst
she was at the Alfred Hospital. They married
at Christ Church South Yarra in 1961, not long
after Susan turned 21. Sue and David started
married life living in Mt Isa, a place that gave
them many interesting stories. Next they were
off to London where their first child David
was born. David (snr) was then appointed the
school doctor at Geelong Grammar so they
returned home and moved to Corio where they
lived from 1964 to 1995. Their four children,
David, Andrew, Kate and Joanna were raised
and educated at the school and the family
made strong friendships within the staff at the
Corio campus. From 1964 to 2002 David also
established a Young People’s Medical Centre
in Geelong. Susan ran the practice, and also
worked there as a nurse.
Sue was 35 years of age when she
developed Multiple Sclerosis. She had two
relatives who had died from the disease. Not
one to be defined by her illness, she continued
to lead a happy and very busy life as long as she
could. She was a loving wife, a devoted mother,
and grandmother to her 10 grandchildren.
Sue was also a loyal and trusted friend to many
who were drawn to her kind nature and inner
strength.
Anne Frances de Mariassy (Blow, 1960)
Anne de Mariassy (Blow, 1960) was
a student at MCEGGS between 1953 and
1960 when she left to take up an American
Field Service scholarship in San Francisco,
California.

The younger sister of Helen Corcoran
(Blow, 1958), Anne was one of the lively group
who travelled to school on the Sandringham
Line. She was an excellent sportswoman
and represented the School as a member of
the School’s First Tennis Team. As a student,
she exhibited a strong interest in the creative
arts, and followed her scholarship year in the
United States with a course in interior design
at the London Polytechnic. Anne worked in
London as an interior designer, returning to
Melbourne in 1969 to work in the interior
design department in Myer.
Following her marriage in 1973 in London
to Lazslo de Mariassy, and the birth of her son,
Mark, Anne changed her career path to work
for many years in the records department of
the Chelsea Hospital. She retired in 1998 and
moved with her husband to Hungary, his home
land. They lived in Budapest, making their
Australian travelling friends most welcome.
After a long illness, Anne died in England
in November 2015. She is survived by her son
Mark and her three grandchildren, Joshua,
Sienna and Cicely.
Merial Morton (Clark, 1938)
Merial died on May 13, aged 95. Her
mother, Old Grammarian Alice Clark, was
Captain of School in 1911 and one of the
earliest female graduates of the University of
Melbourne with a degree in Classics. Her aunt
Jessie Bage and older sister Helen Clark were
also Old Grammarians and notable in their
work. All their names are on school honour

1956 Basketball Team, Sue Laurie (Mackey), Captain, Centre

boards, and their leather-bound prize books
are being donated to the School Archives.
The archives show that Merial was made a
Probationer in 1937 and a Prefect in 1938. She
was Secretary of the Junior League of Nations
(within the school) in 1938, Secretary of the
Hospital Birthday League from 1937-1938,
won the Prize for Science in 1937, shared it in
1938 and was awarded the Mary Michaelis
Memorial Prize in 1938.
Following her education at MCEGGS,
Merial studied Science at the University of
Melbourne, completing her Masters degree
in 1943. She carried out research in Chemistry
with Professor Stuart Anderson and was
senior demonstrator at the University in 1945.
Their work on conductivity had application in
the development of transistors and Merial’s
papers can still be found on the University
of Melbourne website at http://www.asap.
unimelb.edu.au/bsparcs/physics/P001762p.
htm.
Merial married Stewart Morton in 1943
during WW2 while he was on leave. Their
five children, Helen, Alex, Margret, Ann and
Robin were born between 1946 and 1953,
when they left Melbourne to settle on the
land in north-east Victoria. All four daughters
attended MCEGGS as boarders from Year 10
onwards.
Merial kept up with her old friends and
made many new ones; she enjoyed school
reunions in Geelong after she and Stewart
retired to Point Lonsdale in 1985, where he

Anne de Mariassy (Blow)

died in 2005. Merial was actively involved in
her community, for example in philosophy,
poetry, and book groups, her local church and
historical society.
Wherever she lived Merial established a
beautiful garden, a legacy continued by all of
her offspring. She earned the benefits of old
age by her years of hard work, self-discipline,
foresight and frugality. Finally she had time to
read, reflect and engage fully with her children,
grandchildren and great grandchildren. Her
grandchildren loved their conversations and
thrived on her interest and intelligence. Hers
was a life well and fully lived; one of nurture,
caring, intelligence and wisdom with grace.
Written by her daughter Helen.
Margaret Mott (Gutteridge, 1942)
Born in Melbourne, Margaret graduated
from MCEGGS in 1942. She immediately
enlisted with the Australian Army Medical
Women’s Service as a laboratory assistant.
Towards the end of WWII, she joined
the Australian General Hospital personnel
2/5th unit, and saw active duty as a nurse in the
Pacific theatre on the Island of Morotai. As
soon as hostilities ended, she joined the Allied
rehabilitation forces in Japan. She completed
her Bachelor of Science in biochemistry at
Melbourne University and in 1956 married
Murray Mott. The young couple lived in
Bathurst for a short whilst before moving to
the UK where they had two children, John and
Antony.

Merial Morton (Clark)

Margaret’s work put her at the forefront
of research which she loved – creating and
refining techniques that laid the foundation
for stem-cell research. On the family’s return
to Australia she worked in this area for the
CSIRO for many years. After her retirement
in 1998, she and Murray moved to Gosford
and lived there happily for many years until
Murray died in 2007. Margaret then moved to
Melbourne to be near other family members
and with the mastery of the iPad and Skype, she
continued to take an active interest in scientific
thought.
Margaret is survived by her sons and
by her brother, John. She will always be
remembered as a towering intellect and a
stylish dresser with a sharp wit and a critical
eye.
By Virginia Solomon, p.36 The Age May 2016.
Freda Robertson (Collingwood, 1967)
Excerpt from Eulogy delivered by Ros Brown
(Church, 1967)
Fread was our very special friend whom we
have known for over 55 years. And I am writing
on behalf of the Merton Hall Girls who knew
her so well – Ann, Ro, Wendy, Jan and Trish.
At school Fread was truly popular.
Everyone wanted to be her friend because
she was kind, very very funny, a great sport,
and just a little bit mischievous. It is said that
she boasted that she knew the words of all the
hymns in the hymn book – that was penance
for talking a bit too much in Assembly!

Merial Morton (Clark)
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Fread loved sport. She represented the
school in the swimming team and she was also
a wonderful skier and she enjoyed many skiing
holidays with Ann’s family.
All of Fread’s friends have wonderful
memories of the warm hospitality from the
Collingwood family whether it be at Power
Avenue or Mt Eliza. Fread was the catalyst
that got us together and the glue that held us
together.
In our final year at school our group
was fortunate to go on a trip to Noumea, to
improve our French conversation. We had a
ball as you can imagine.
Our school days were privileged and yet
Fread particularly was always modest about
her good fortune. She never put on airs and
graces.
After school Fread headed off to RMIT
where she met up with Melinda, Teena, Maria
and Anne.
Anne told me that the staff loved Fread
particularly her sense of fun and her wonderful
understated sense of humour. Fread retained
from these days strong friendships.
In 1974 Fread and I embarked on “the big
overseas trip”. Our first destination in Europe
was Scandinavia with Fread’s mother Ivy and
her friend Mary. I am still not sure how we all
fitted into our trusty little Austin 1100 which
we affectionately called ‘the little red banger’.

We did have some hairy moments including
a narrow escape from colliding with a herd of
reindeer in Norway.

was kind to the nth degree and she was loyal
and unselfish. Her courage in the last few years
of her life was quite extraordinary.

On a serious note, travelling with Fread
and Ivy brought home to me what a wonderful
loving relationship they shared and Fread was
always so caring of her mother.

We all loved you Fread, we were privileged
to call you our dear and treasured friend, and
we will hold you in our hearts forever.

I will always treasure the memories of that
European trip. Together we experienced for
the first time Renaissance art, opera in Rome,
the Palio in Siena and lots and lots of Roman
ruins. After six years of Latin we were going to
put it to use at last. I am not so sure we were
sorry to see the end of the two man tent and the
camping gaz and the frypan. These experiences
strengthened our friendship even further and
only recently we had the opportunity to relive
these memories when looking at some old
slides.
In the past few decades our old school
friends have met regularly for dinner or lunch.
We have exchanged stories about our lives
since school, our highs and lows, our children
and their lives and their careers. Fread was
always interested in hearing about everyone
else but a major highlight for her was the
arrival of the twins Finn and Charlie. She was
so proud of all her family and was a totally
devoted grandmother.
Fread was generous, always concerned
about everyone else and never failing to ask
about others when she herself was so ill. She

Freda Robertson (Collingwood)
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Lesley Whitehead (Tyler, 1938)
Lesley attended MGGS for six years
between 1935 and 1941. She always recalled
those years very fondly indeed, and kept in
touch with many of her friends she met there,
a couple of whom married her brother’s
friends. After leaving school she became a
comptometrist at Shell Petroleum, where she
met Gordon Whitehead, an engineer who was
originally from Queensland. They married
and had three daughters, Judith, Pamela and
Gaynor, who all attended Grammar. Lesley
was involved in the usual tuck shop and swap
shop voluntary activities. She did not return
to paid work but spent many happy hours
volunteering for the Girl Guides (25 years),
Blind Association, Deafness Foundation,
Guide Dogs and many other organisations too
numerous to mention, as well as enriching the
lives of her three daughters, five grandchildren
and six great grandchildren. She died in
December 2015 aged 92 and was buried by
Bishop Philip Huggins who used to be our
local minister. She is sadly missed.

Lesley Whitehead (Tyler)
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Babies

Weddings
UPCOMING EVENTS
Saturday 10 September
OG Anniversary Chapel,
Luncheon & 60 Year Reunion
Monday 12 September
OG Golf Day
Tuesday 13 September
Merton Hall History Society
Afternoon Tea
Wednesday 12 October
Art Exhibition Opening Night

Rebecca Collins (Woods, 1997) and Philip
Collins welcomed Sophie Elizabeth Collins on
12 November 2015.

Phoebe Russell (2011) married Bernardo
Alviz Iriarte on 5 February at the Sandringham
Yacht Club in Sandringham, Australia. Phoebe
and Bernardo will continue to live in Berlin,
Germany.

Emily Potter (Burns, 1996) and Stuart
Potter welcomed a daughter, Guinevere Helen
Potter, born on 20 August 2015. Younger sister
to Clara Betty Potter.
Victoria Knight (2007) married Anthony
Deague on 2 January 2016 in Sorrento at a
family property. Most of the bridal party were
Old Grammarians, including sisters Alexandra
(2004) and Charlotte (2012), and Amelia
Clifford (2007) and Hannah Pascoe (2007).

Wednesday 23 November
Speech Night
Wednesday 30 November
Carol Service
Invitations will be sent
approximately four weeks prior
to each reunion. If you would
like to organise a ‘post-reunion’
get-together or another OG
event, please contact the MGGS
Community Office on
(03) 9862 9200.
Dates were correct at time of
printing and may be subject to
change. Please visit our website
and MGGS Connect for event
details or contact the
Community Office at
community@mggs.vic.edu.au
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EXCHANGE
Principal
Mrs Catherine Misson
Senior Years
Middle Years
Merton Hall
86 Anderson Street
South Yarra Victoria 3141 Australia
Junior Years
Morris Hall
100 Caroline Street
South Yarra Victoria 3141 Australia
Early Learning Centre
Barbara Tolson Centre
63 Clowes Street
South Yarra Victoria 3141 Australia
Boarding House
86 Anderson Street
South Yarra Victoria 3141 Australia
Telephone: +61 3 9862 9200
Facsimile: +61 3 9866 5768
Email: enrolments@mggs.vic.edu.au
Website: www.mggs.vic.edu.au
ABN 81 116 806 163
CRICOS Provider Code 00322D
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